
Eight Uncles 1322 

Chapter 1322 Queen Earthen 

The cave was quiet. The woman got tied up, and the other end was on a dumbbell. 

She stared at Lilly and said, “I am Queen Earthen.” 

The third god, who was in charge of the mountains, rivers, and earth, controlled and nurtured all living 

beings, Queen Earthen! 

Lilly looked at Queen Earthen blankly. 

Blake said that Emperor Eastmount and Emperor Greenbow rushed toward the Manifestation of God’s 

Will to carve out a path, but they failed and fell. 

Queen Earthen and King Earthid, who were supposed to be together, lost their whereabouts and did not 

appear. 

Before today, Lilly had always been wary of those two people, especially King Earthid, the black-robed 

man. 

Unexpectedly, she saw the last of the five gods, Queen Earthen! 

“Why are you here?” Lilly was surprised and quickly wanted to untie her, but then paused and asked 

seriously, “You’re not a bad person, are you?” 

Queen Earthen was speechless. Who would admit that they were a bad person? 

Queen Earthen looked to the side speechlessly, and then her eyes were attracted by the small ghost 

beast. 

Lilly asked, “Why do you keep looking at it?” 

The small ghost beast lay behind the stone and was alert. 

Queen Earthen did not hide it. “It’s fat! It’s delicious!” 

Lilly felt confused. 

and did not have much meat. 

not enough for a bite. How could Queen Earthen say it was 

far? 

that the small ghost beast was Crawford Ancestor’s soul 
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Earthen got trapped here. All the edible ghost beasts around her had eaten. No ghost beast dared to 

come here 

beast when she saw it, let 



the small ghost beast, and said, “One bite is 

beast ghost was even 

Earthen go but gave up after looking 

beast, Lilly would have 

beast, so she knew it was Crawford Ancestor’s small ghost 

her eyes suddenly lit up, and she had an idea. 

looks of Queen Earthen, she must be good at eating. She was so 

Queen Earthen is equivalent to a powerful ghost beast harvester… Uh, no, 

put the dumbbell away, sat down obediently, and 

She felt that something was not right 

only snorted. 

She 

and could never 

Lilly wondered. “Why?” 

Earthen pointed to the depths of the cave. “King Earthid stole the Nether Chain and 

then did Lilly understand the reason why Queen Earthen disappeared! 

despicable!” Lilly clenched her fists and angrily said to the small ghost beast, 

the stone tightly. I’ll never go there! 


